OCIO Website Goes LIVE!

#Vision2020 kicked off with a new OCIO website. We worked as a team to create this website that appropriately highlights our projects, our accomplishments and our amazing OCIO team.

Visit our site at, [https://ceo.lacounty.gov/chief-information-office/](https://ceo.lacounty.gov/chief-information-office/)

2020 DISO Summit

OCIO hosted the 2020 DISO Summit on January 16, 2020 with presenters that included Carmen Parada, Jagjit Dhaliwal and Bill Kehoe. They also presented awards to:
- Information Security Practitioner: Allen Ohanian
- Information Security Project: Access Control Management
- Innovative Information Security Solution: WAF DDoS Attach Prevention

We discussed leading with authenticity and the importance of the Los Angeles County branding with Deputy Information Security Officer’s around LA County.

Open Data 2.0

The OCIO manages the County’s Open Data Platform, which enables departments to support transparency, accountability, and communication with the citizens of the County by sharing data on the County’s operations.

Gary Gero from the Office of Sustainability, “We’re thrilled that we are able to share so much rich information about our communities with the public. We hope and expect that it will be used by advocates, cities, academics, the media, and many others to both inform and to help create strong sustainability policies to make Los Angeles a healthier, more equitable place.